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[Intro]
This hits
Too close to home for me
Your pillow's sinking in
I wanna dive right in and pull you out
From wherever you're going
Rip out your angel wings your still floating
And I never thought
This story would start
6 feet after mars
Because it's getting colder and your getting colder I
said
"doctor doctor is there something you can do?"
"does 100/20 mean anything to you?"
Under the blanket there's only one secret to find
Where your hand is grasping mine... 

[1st verse]
If you could just wake up tonight
And sink your eyes in mine
I'll pretend one more time
That everything is fine
From heaven life to dreams
This photograph will always
Remind you of me! 

I said I'd wait a lifetime for you, 
Now you'll be waiting for me! 

[Chorus]
As seasons change
New romances come and go
Some day I will finally let this go back
Further and further
We'll never fall apart
As long as forever stays

Just stay away and pull the safety cord
Say no more
[2nd verse]
Wrap some sugar and spice all over the end of the
knife
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So I can show you what it's like to be
Sweet on the inside

How many times can I hit stop and rewind
And play my favorite song before I die? 

I said I'd wait a lifetime for you, 
Now you'll be waiting for me! 

[Chorus]
As seasons change
New romances come and go
Some day I will finally let this go back
Further and further
We'll never fall apart
As long as forever stays

Will this pillow ever stop maybe 6 feet after I get caught
you'll get dropped
Keep my calluses gripped around this rose, because I
chose I'd rather bleed the thorns than drop it where it
grows

Just stay away and pull the safety cord
Say no more

Heaven is sky blue
One thing left to do
Just be here with you
I'll drown in my tears if I have to! 

I'll stop at nothing
To keep from breathing
To be with you where the sun will always shine
Just so that I
Can share the same white cloud with you
Tonight
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